


What is Planned Obsolescence

The design of a product to fail after 
a set period. This could be 
mechanical or as a software update.

Fair Trade

Where products are manufactured in 
third world countries. Workers are 
treated more fairly, better pay and 
working conditions can include food 
and health benefits.

Energy Sources

Non 
Renewable 
Resources

Renewable 
Sources

Gas
Coal
Oil

Solar
Wind

Geo Thermal

Wave/Tidal

HEP – Hydro Electric Power

What is Technology Push? What is Market Pull?

Biomass

Where manufacturers create 
products that make us feel we 
need them when they are not 
essential in our lives.

Where manufacturers is 
forced to design and develop 
products due to social and 
market demand – where a 
product is needed.

1983 legal 
requirement

Wave/Tidal



A control system consist of the following diagram;

When describing a control system you may need 
to be able to give examples of what an INPUT and 
an OUTPUT is;

Control Systems

What is Quality Control?

A range of checks carried out 
during the manufacturing 
process to make sure that the 
products made are of a high 
quality.

What Quality Control Checks 
could be carried out?

• Materials coming in.
• Stages of Manufacture
• Samples taken out of 

production line.
• No Go Gauge
• Final Product

Capacitor
stores a small 

amount of 
electrical charge 
to be released.

Transistor
acts as a 
switch to 
deflect 

electrical 
charge.Push to Make 

Switch
Activates the 

circuit, switches 
the circuit ON.

Resistor
Restricts the 

flow of electrical 
charge.

Battery 
Connector

To hold two AA 
batteries 
securely.

LED – Light 
Emitting Diode
It illuminates –
gives off light.
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Photo Chromic

Piezo Electric Cells

Thermo Chromic

SMA – Shape Memory Alloy

Hydro Chromic



MANUFACTURING FABRICS

Weaving

Non-Woven/bonded

Knitting

Robotics in Industry

Advantages

Accurate

Continuous and consistent

Can work in harmful environments

Repetitive jobs very rapid

Disadvantages

High Costs

Requires training or programming

Reduces the number of workers

Can be costly to repair

Screw Thread          Spring          Cam and Follower          Lever              
Pulley           Sprocket and Chain           Gears                  Linkages             

Rack and Pinion

Match the Mechanism with the names below

Sprocket and Chain Linkages Levers

Gears
Pulleys Cam and Follower

Screw Thread Rack and Pinion Spring

AESTHETICS

COST

CLIENT

ENVIRONMENT

SAFETY

SIZE

FUNCTION

MATERIALS
MANUFACTURE

A

C

C

E

S

S

F

M



STRENGTH

The ability of a material to stand up to forces
being applied without it bending, breaking,
shattering or deforming in any way.

ELASTICITY

The ability of a material to absorb force and
flex in different directions, returning to its
original position.

PLASTICITY

The ability of a material to be change
in shape permanently.

DUCTILITY

The ability of a material to change shape
(deform) usually by stretching along its length.

TENSILE STRENGTH

The ability of a material to stretch without
breaking or snapping.

MALLEABILITY

The ability of a material to be reshaped in all
directions without cracking

TOUGHNESS

A characteristic of a material that does not break or
shatter when receiving a blow or under a sudden
shock.

HARDNESS

The ability of a material to resist scratching, wear
and tear and indentation.

CONDUCTIVITY

The ability of a material to conduct electricity
and or heat.

Look at the key words describing the Properties of Materials
Give a written explanation of each property.



What is Ergonomics? What is Anthropometrics?

A product that has been designed to fit or 
interact with the human body comfortably.

The physical dimensions of the body that is 
used to design and make the product.

The average

The 95th Percentile

2.5% 
Below 

Average
Sizes

2.5% 
Above 

Average
Sizes

Name the different types of Primary Research?

Interviews
Questionnaire/Survey
Focus groups
Observations

Name the different types of Secondary Research?

Product Analysis
Internet
Data gathering
Trends

What is a Specification?

A set of criteria set out by the designer to make 
sure the product is designed to the correct 
standard.

ONE-OFF PRODUCTION BATCH PRODUCTION MASS PRODUCTION

What is the difference between the following scales of manufacture?

Low set up costs
Low numbers produced
High quality materials
High customer/client 
involvement
High skilled crafts people
High quality product
Low numbers generated
High costs for the product 
to the customer

Medium set up costs
More personnel
Set numbers produced
General quality materials
Increased machinery
Minimal customer/client 
involvement
Semi skilled workers
Mid quality product
Affordable costs for the 
product to the customer

High set up costs
More personnel if 
production line.
Continuous production or 
large numbers.
Lower quality materials
Automated machinery
Zero customer/client 
involvement
Machine operators
Standard quality product
Very affordable costs for 
the product to the 
customer.

Environmental Issues Impacting our 
world?

Pollution

Waste

Recycling

Throw Away Society

Sustainability

What Environmental Issues our Impacting our World?



How will these shapes be formed in the materials stated?

Timber

Polymers

Metals

Card

Fabrics

What is a wasting Process? What is an additive process?

A process where additional 
materials are added to another 
material. Building up the 
material. E.g. 3D Printing

A process where materials are 
removed taken away from a 
materials. E.g. Drilling and 
filing.

Steam Bending

Line Bending                                        Vacuum Forming

Forging                                      Casting                         Pipe bending

Die cutting                                        Creasing and folding

Drapes                                 Gathering                             Pleating

PAPER & BOARD

What is a Composite Material? How do Composite materials 
impact upon the environment?

What is an alloy? Is an Alloy a composite material?

A mixture of two different 
materials to create a new one. 
E.g. Carbon fibre, plywood and 
Tetra Packs.
Can benefit from the 
properties of both materials

Difficult to separate making 
them hard to recycle.

A mixture of two different 
metals to create a new one.
Can benefit from the 
properties of both metals.

NO – It is a mixture of two of 
the same materials e.g. two 
metals.

What is Tessellation?

What is Nesting?

Minimising waste, by rotating 
and positioning the shapes of 
different parts onto one piece 
of material.

The ability to space save by 
enabling products to be placed 
on top of each other or inside 
of each other.



INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES USED WITH;

Timber

Polymers

Metals

Card

Fabrics

Routing
Turning
Laminating
Mortice
Bending and Forming

Injection moulding,     blow moulding, 
rotational moulding
Calendaring,   Vacuum Forming,   Extrusion

Milling
Casting
Welding
Brazing

Printing Processes – Off-set lithography, 
Flexography
Screen Printing, Digital Printing
Die Cutting

Weaving
Dying
Printing
Sewing Machine – specific techniques

James Dyson

Jonathan Ive

Philippe Starck

Dieter Rams

Imaginative
Colourful
Modern and sleek designs
New Concepts
Functional – Considerate of recycling

Creative and unusual designs
Part of the Alessi Influence
Products stand out
Create communication and Tactility
Bright and colourful

Simplistic
Multifunction controls
Unobtrusive
Minimalist
Quality and honest

Innovative
Functional
Colorful variations
Massive storage of audio tracks
Shuffle, controls etc..

What is the difference between these styles of 
products and commercialism?



One Point Perspective

Two Point Perspective

Exploded Diagram

Sequence Diagram

Isometric

Orthographic Drawing

Sectional Diagram

You will need to be able to 
draw in a range of these styles. 
The most important ones are;

Two Point Perspective
Isometric

Orthographic Drawings
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VP1 VP2

Horizon or Eye Level



VP1 VP2

Horizon or Eye Level

Simplify the shape into 
geometrical shapes








